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cantoncarwash.com

Welcome to
Canton Car Wash
We created this book to show you what we can do for you
and your car – get it squeaky green and rejuvenated, inside and
out. Our team has the skills and the tenacity to take on your
toughest problems, which is why we detail more vehicles than
any other business in the region, and have more satisfied
customers to prove it.
Whether you are about to sell or plan to hold on to your car
for a while, these services can help revive the vehicle and recoup
significant value. Take a look at what we can do, and ask any
member of our management team how Canton Car Wash can
best serve your vehicle today!

BE SMART.

Take advantage of our loaner Smart car when purchasing
a Full Combo detail – for no additional cost. Instead of waiting
while we detail your car you can use our very own Smart car
and spend your time however you want.
Reserve the car online, over the phone or in person when
making an appointment.

Express
Detailing

Express Detail
Problem:
A grimy car, inside and out. You know you need much more than
just a straight car wash, but you’re not up for a full detail.

Fix:

EXPRESS
YOURSELF.

We’ll make quick work of the dirt, dust, grub & grit and have you
sparkling inside and out. We hit the grime hard with a powerful
combination of our three best services: our Platinum Exterior Wash,
our Express Wax & and our Express Interior clean.
We start off with our Platinum Exterior Wash, bubbling the dirt
away, and finishing with an Undercarriage Rinse, followed by Rain
Shield and Tire Shine. Then we move onto the Express Interior.
We blow compressed air into all the nooks and crannies to release
trapped dust and debris. Then follow with a thorough wipe down
and disinfection of all hard surfaces, finally removing any remaining
dust and dirt with a complete vacuum. To add a final layer of
protection, we finish up with our Express Wax, which contains
polish to really make the paint pop.
It takes 30-45 minutes to provide what is easily one of our
best offerings.

Express Detail

Express Wax
Problem:
It’s a harsh world out there for the exterior of your car.
From contaminants in rain, to UV rays from the sun, to other
insults like bird droppings, your finish can end up looking dull
and damaged.

Fix:

GLISTEN UP.

We go for full-on protection. Our wax has a micro-beading
formula and paint sealant that creates a defensive barrier against
these daily assaults to protect your clear coat. We apply the wax,
which also contains a polish, to every inch of your paint, leaving
an extraordinary level of gloss and silk finish. And we do it all in
no time flat – 20 minutes or less (in addition to whatever wash
you select).
To get the proper results, the exterior of the vehicle must be
completely clean. That makes a Full or Exterior Wash (purchased
separately) a must.

Express Wax

Express Interior
Problem:
Dirty, dusty, sticky, icky – no matter how you describe it,
your interior needs a complete cleaning.

Fix:

AN INSIDE
JOB.

We scrub, rub, blow out and wipe off all of the hard surfaces
inside your car, cleaning them – all in under 20 minutes! First we
use our compressed air guns to blast away debris stuck between
your seats, in your air vents and any other pesky areas that you
just can’t get to without the right tools. We then meticulously
clean and disinfect all the hard surfaces and vacuum throughout,
leaving your car sparkling clean.

Express Interior

AFTER

BEFORE

Express Leather Seats
Problem:
Your leather is being ignored – even mistreated – and you won’t
stand for it for one more minute. To fight off discoloration, cracking
and premature aging, your seats need TLC, pronto!

LOVE YOUR
LEATHER.

Fix:
This is a time to go gentle. With Zen music playing in the
background, aromatherapy in the air, we carefully apply our
favorite cleaner with a special brush, softly agitating the surfaces
to encourage the release of the dirt and oils. We then wipe them
away with a soft cloth and condition the seats with a moisturizing
cream that protects your leather from future discoloration and
cracking – all in less than 20 minutes.
Express Leather Seats requires a Full Service Wash.

Express Leather Seats

Rim Detail
Problem:
All cars create brake dust – some more than others. It not only
makes your rims look bad but it can also corrode them and cause
rust to form.

Fix:

SHINE ON!

We apply a solution that makes anything stuck to the rims fall
away. Once clean, we go karate kid on the rim – wax on, wax
off – which protects the surface from future brake dust.

Rim Detail

AFTER

BEFORE

Full
Detailing

Full Interior Detail
Problem:
Give us your major stains, your loose dirt, your toughest
grime just yearning to be cleaned. When a wipe down won’t
do it, our deepest interior clean will. Get your car sparkling,
from mats to visors, from center console to door panels,
and everything in between.

GO DEEP.

Fix:
We out-stubborn the grime throughout the interior. First,
we use compressed air to blow dirt out from where it hides – in
crevices and under seats – and get it all up and out of your car
with powerful vacuums. Then we shampoo the entire car including
the trunk/back area. Our extracting machines shoot hot soapy
water into cloth and suck the stain right out of the seat, carpet
or mat. Leather is scrubbed down and given a leather conditioner.
After all this, we scrub, then wipe down all of the hard surfaces to
completely defeat the grime. To finish it all up we wipe the door
jams out and clean all of the windows inside and out.

Full Interior Detail

AFTER

BEFORE
*$14.95 surcharge applies for trucks and 16.95 for SUVs

Full Interior Detail

AFTER

BEFORE

Full Interior Detail

AFTER

BEFORE

Full Interior Detail

AFTER

BEFORE

Full Exterior Detail
Problem:

FALL (BACK)
IN LOVE WITH
YOUR CAR.

Scratches? Blemishes? Other imperfections? The clear coat – the
protective layer that sits on top of the paint – takes a beating from
things like bird droppings, mashed insects, fallen berries and even
acid rain. Tree sap can bond to a clear coat so well it can cause
damage. Ignore the problem too long and these things will cause
permanent damage to your paint as well.

Fix:
We give it everything we’ve got. Our 4-step process will help
restore your car’s original shine and luster. Then we top it off with
a Rim Detail.
1. Clay Bar
We remove grit and restore a glass-like finish.
2. Compound
We buff out small blemishes, scratches and imperfections
in the clear coat.
3. Polish
We brings back the shine of the painted surfaces
so that the color just pops.
4. Wax
We protect all of the above work with a coat of our best wax.

Full Exterior Detail

AFTER

BEFORE
*$14.95 surcharge applies for trucks and 16.95 for SUVs

Full Detail Combo
Problem:

BEAUTIFUL,
INSIDE
AND OUT.

We take on your toughest troubles and make them disappear.
On the inside, stains in need of extraction and debris in need of
removal. Outside: scratches, oxidation and stains from berries,
bird droppings and tree sap eating into the clear coat.

Fix:
We mix our Full Exterior and Full Interior Details to create our
fullest clean at our best value. You get a full detail inside and out
and save some green compared to buying the services individually.
Your car is left beautiful inside and out.

Full Detail Combo

AFTER

BEFORE

Full Detail Combo

AFTER

BEFORE

Full Clay and Wax

PUT SOME
SPARKLE
BACK
IN YOUR
LIFE.

Problem:
Sometimes in life, things get a little sticky. Berries and tree
sap can stick to and ruin your clear coat. Overspray, whether from
paint, graffiti, soot, cement, concrete splatters – you name it –
will make your car look and feel dull and rough. On a white car,
this can cause tiny rust spots to appear. Even the best car wash
tunnel (like ours) is no match for the tenacity of these pests.
It takes a detail and – our best weapon – a clay bar.

Fix:
A clay bar, a lubricant and a proprietary blend of elbow grease
allows us to lift overspray and other spots right off of your car.
We rub the clay bar over the entire car once, and if needed, we do
it again. After this we wash and dry the outside of the car to extract
all of the dirt and grime from the clear coat and make it extremely
smooth. Then we apply two coats of paste wax (with polish) to
protect the paint and bring out the full shine.

Full Clay and Wax

AFTER

BEFORE

Add Ons

Pet Hair Removal
Problem:
Fluffy loves the car, and so does her shedded hair. It sticks to
carpets, seats and mats and is nearly impossible to vacuum or
sticky roll away. The more you vacuum, the more it appears.

BALD IS
BEAUTIFUL.

Fix:
We blow out the loose pet hair & vacuum it up. For the remaining
hair stuck in the seats, mat and carpet, we use pet hair removal
tools and a lot of patience. Finally, we vacuum again, to ensure
that no hair remains in the vehicle.

Pet Hair Removal

AFTER

BEFORE

Pet Hair Removal

AFTER

BEFORE

Very efficient and fast!
James F says: I had the outside and inside of my SUV done and
I must say it looks brand new as if I drove it off the dealer lot.

My car looks brand new!
Lisa O says: Honestly... if you plan to sell your car and want it to absolutely
look showroom new, spend the money and get the full detail package.
The car is beautiful! Thanks!

A cut above the rest!
Luke M says: This was my first time at Canton Car Wash. I’ve been to
several car washes in Baltimore and this has been the best ever. I got my
vehicle fully detailed in and out and they nailed it!

Canton Car Wash was started by three young Baltimore residents frustrated
with the lack of quality car washing facilities in their beloved city. Their vehicles
were constantly under attack by pigeons, grime, pollen, salt and other less-thancharming aspects of Charm City.
Washing a car in front of a row home was hardly an option given you had to be to
be lucky enough to get a parking spot - not to mention hardly any row homes have
faucets outside Hon. Existing car wash facilities set the bar way too low. Grumpy
employees, dirty facilities and lost valuables were part of the price you paid for only
a semi-clean car.
The Canton Car Wash owners wanted more for their city and their neighbors. Here,
the experience is just as important as the actual wash. With the coffee bar, free
WiFi, unlimited memberships, amazing employees, and of course a wash that is
squeaky green, everything is created to give CCW customers the best in all areas.

cantoncarwash.com

